
Rivers and Coasts



River and coastal processes create landform 
features on rivers and coastlines
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Weathering Erosion Transportation Deposition

Erosion is when the actual force of 
moving water causes wearing away 
of material e.g. river channels or 
coastlines

Transportation is when the actual 
force of moving water moves load 
(material) from one place to 
another

Deposition is when energy in moving 
water is lost causing load to be 
dropped on the river bed or coastline



River Erosion



River Transportation
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1.  There is the neck of a meander 
in grid square

A = 77 62

B = 77 61

C = 78 61

2.  The 6 figure reference for 
Featherstone House is

A = 776 643
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C = 768 633

3.  The straight line distance between Featherstone House and Aislaby

A = 3km B = 2.6 km A = 3.4km
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Spot height – A black number showing the exact 
height at a particular point

Contour line – A brown line linking areas with 
exactly the same height. 

Contour lines – Are usually at 10m intervals.  
Some are numbered with a brown number 
meaning you can work out other lines

Contour lines close together means a steep slope

Contour lines far apart means a gently slope of 
flat land



A rivers drainage basin

Describe the term drainage basin [1]

A drainage basin is the area of land drained by a river and its tributaries after 
precipitation has fallen



The drainage basin system

Describe two flows by which a river can get its water [2 marks]

Surface run-off – when precipitation flows downhill over the surface to the nearest river

Through flow – when precipitation infiltrates in to the soil the flows downhill through the 
soil to the nearest river
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Baseflow

Storm flow

Groundwater flow

Throughflow and surface run-off

A flood hydrograph

What is storm flow?

Storm flow is the 
extra water added to 
river discharge after a 
storm, from increased 

throughflow and 
surface run-off

What is base flow? Baseflow is the normal flow of a river, fed by groundwater flow when 
it hasn’t rained recently



Key features of a flood hydrograph

Surface run-off
Throughflow

Groundwater flow

Explain the change in the rising limb shown in the diagram [2]

The rising limb shows the discharge of the river rapidly increasing after the storm because 
rainfall that has fallen in the drainage basin is rapidly reaching the river channel by surface 
run-off and throughflow



Hydrographs and flooding

Heavy prolonged rainfall

Urban area

High 

flood 

risk

Few trees or Deforestation

Steep slopes

Impermeable or rocky ground

Lots of tributaries

Less interception so more surface runoff and throughflow to river

Soil gets saturated so infiltration stops and surface runoff increases

Surface runoff and throughflow are rapid due to gravity

Little infiltration so lots of rapid surface runoff

Water has little distance to travel before reaching a river channel

Impermeable roofs and roads so runoff is rapid to drains then to nearest river



Hydrographs and flooding What affects the shape 

of a hydrograph?

Low 

flood 

risk

Many trees or Afforestation

Rural area

Light rainfall

Gentle slopes

Permeable ground/soil

Few tributaries

Lots of interception and transpiration so less water reaches river

Water has time to infiltrate the soil so takes longer to get to the river

Water flow is slow across and through flat ground so river fills slowly

Water infiltrates the ground so is soaked up by the soil 

Water takes a long time to reach a river channel

Few impermeable surfaces so lots of infiltration means land soaks up rainwater



Map BMap A

Use map evidence to justify which landscape is most likely to 
contribute to river flooding after a storm [4 marks]  

The landscape in map A is more likely to contribute to river flooding because
On map A the contour lines are very close together meaning steep slopes.  This means 
water will flow quickly to the river by surface run-off and throughflow, making it more 
likely to flood, whereas map B is a flat landscape so there will be more infiltration and soil 
storage, reducing the amount of water reaching the river.
Map A has a treeless landscape whereas there are trees on map B so interception rates 
will be lower on map A meaning more water gets to the river



Use evidence from the map to explain the shape of the hydrograph [4 marks]

The hydrograph has a steep rising limb because the river fills quickly after a storm.  This is 
because the landscape is steep (many contours) so surface run-off and throughflow
rapidly reach the river.  

There are also many tributaries in the map so water does not have to travel a great 
distance to reach a river channel so the rivers fill quickly.   



The effects of urbanisation on flood risk

Explain the difference in the shape of the hydrograph for the same river before 
and after urbanisation [4 marks]  

Before urbanisation the landscape would have more green space and permeable soil.  
This would mean water would be intercepted by vegetation or infiltrated in to the soil, 
meaning less water would reach the river and at a slower rate by throughflow.  

After urbanisation there would be more impermeable roads, and roofs, meaning water 
would not infiltrate but instead rapidly be channelled down drains into the river.  The 
river discharge would therefore rise more rapidly after rainfall  



Explain how afforestation in the area around a river 
would affect the discharge of a river [4]

Teacher exemplar answer

4 marks = 2 
explained 

points

Key ideas

Interception
Transpiration

Trees intercept rainfall preventing it reaching the ground.  It then 
evaporates from the leaves.  This means less water reaches the 
river so the river rises slowly and the discharge is decreased.

Much of the water reaching the ground is taken up by the roots of 
trees then transpired back in to the air so less water reaches the 
river so the river rises slowly and the discharge is decreased



To what extent is river flooding a natural phenomenon? [6 marks]

River flooding is largely a natural phenomenon heavy rainfall is the main reason why most floods 
occur.  Rainfall will enter the river by surface runoff and throughflow rapidly increasing discharge and 
causing the river to overflow its banks. 

Steep impermeable rocks and steep slopes increase this likelihood as they prevent water infiltrating 
in to the soil and water therefore quickly flows over the surface to a river as surface run-off

However, humans also contribute to river flooding.  Urban areas have many impermeable surfaces 
meaning water quickly flows down drains in to rivers causing rapid increase in discharge and flooding 
downstream.  

Added to this deforestation for farming reduces the amount of interception by trees so increases the 
amount of water reaching rivers, increasing the discharge

In conclusion natural factors cause flooding but human factors make it worse.

Year 10



A rivers long profile and valley shape

Steep gradient = 
Vertical erosion

Gentle gradient = 
Lateral erosion

V shaped valley Meanders Estuary

A typical river long profile starts off steep in the upper course and becomes more gentle as 
you go downstream.  It is usually flat in the lower course 

A river valley cross section is usually narrow and V shaped in the upper course because of 
vertical erosion in the steep landscape, and becomes much wider with a flat flood plain as 
you move downstream due to lateral erosion in the flatter landscape



Explain how geomorphic processes form a V shaped valley. [4 marks]

The small river erodes vertically downwards because of the steep relief forming a narrow, deep channel

The sides of the channel become weak due to the process of weathering (cold and wet weather)

The channel sides collapse downwards by mass movement.

A V shape is formed with a small river at the bottom.  The river continues to erode this deeper by 
abrasion and the process repeats, deepening the V.

Features of erosion 
– upper course



V shaped valley

Interlocking spurs

Narrow river channel

Vertical erosion

Weathering

Describe and explain the river 
valley features shown in the 

resource [6 marks]

Point

Evidence

Explain

There are interlocking spurs which 
are areas of resistant land sticking 
out in to the river channel.  This is 
because the small river does not have 
enough energy to erode through 
them so it flows around them

The river has a narrow channel because it 
has a low discharge so only erodes a small 
channel.  This is because it is in the upper 
course near the source so not much water 
has drained from the drainage basin 

Features of erosion – upper course

Year 10



Explain how named processes of erosion  create a waterfall. [4 marks]

A river flows over a band of hard (resistant) rock on top of softer rock

The softer (less resistant) rock underneath is eroded faster by 
hydraulic action, the force of falling water, forming a step in the 
channel 

A deep plunge pool is eroded under the waterfall by abrasion because of 
the swirling water and the hard rock is undercut forming an overhang

The overhang collapses and the waterfall retreats leaving a 
gorge

Features of erosion – upper course



Describe two processes of 
river transportation. [2 

marks]

Traction – Large boulders and rocks are rolled along the river bed in a flood

Saltation – Flat pebbles are flipped along the river bed by strong currents 

Suspension – Small particles are carried in the current, especially during floods 

Solution – River water will dissolve and carry away river bed rocks like limestone 

Processes of 
transportation



Explain how geomorphic processes form a meander. [4 marks]

Critical 
geographical 
vocabulary

1. Higher velocity

2. Erosion

3. Deeper water

4. River cliff

5. Lower velocity

6. Shallower water

7. Deposition

8. Slip off slope

A meander starts to form on flat land when a river 
wanders around finding the easiest route to flow.

Once a small bend has formed, faster flow on the outside 
means the river has more energy to laterally erode, 
forming a river cliff and deeper channel 

Slower flow on the inside means the river has less energy 
so deposition of load forms a river beach and shallow 
channel 

Explain how geomorphic processes may change this meander in the future [4 marks]

In a flood, the river may erode through the neck of the meander forming a new channel 

Slower flow in the old meander means deposition occurs across the old channel

The old meander gets cut off forming an ox-bow lake

Features of erosion and deposition – middle course



Describe and explain the features of the river 
channel  shown in the resource [6 marks]

Point

Evidence

Explain

River beach

River cliff

Flood plain

Meander

Bluff

River bluffs are raised ridges marking the edges of the floodplain, where old meanders have carved 
in to the valley sides as they migrate across the land forming the floodplain.

Features of 
erosion and 
deposition –

middle course



Identify three river features found on this flood plain. [3 marks]

Meander

Ox-bow lake

Tributary

Confluence

River beach

River cliff

Braiding

Meander neck

Features of erosion and deposition – middle course



Describe and explain the formation of a flood plain. [4 marks]

http://clipbank.local/espresso/clipbank/servlet/asset?assetID=2812

A flood plain is a flat area of river valley next to a river.

Alluvium (fine load) is deposited each time the river floods building up layers of fertile soil.

Also, as meanders migrate across the floodplain they erode on the outer bend widening the flood plain.  

They also deposit on the inside helping to create the flat floodplain.

Features of deposition 
Middle and Lower 

course

http://clipbank.local/espresso/clipbank/servlet/asset?assetID=2812


Hard engineering

Soft engineering

Definition

Sustainable

Not Sustainable

Definition

Sustainable

Not Sustainable

Built structures like walls and channelization that are designed to reduce the risk of a river 
overflowing 

Working with nature to try to reduce the impacts of flooding

Expensive and often involves damaging riverside habitats, or reducing views or 
accessibility to the river

Not as effective as hard engineering at actually preventing floods

Works who nature so riverside habitats and environments are protected for the 
good of bio-diversity and people

Often effective at preventing floods so economically saves costs of damage and 
socially protects peoples homes 



A

B

C

DE

F

Hard engineering

A = Channelisation

B = Flood wall

C = Diversion channel

D = Demountable 
flood wall

E = Dam

F = Levees



Explain how hard engineering methods reduce the likelihood of flooding in Boscastle

Channelisation is deepening the river channel.  This means the river can 
hold more discharge so is less likely to overflow and flood

Flood walls hold back the flood water preventing the river from 
overflowing and flooding the surrounding area

Wider bridges allow more discharge to flow through, and are less likely to 
get blocked by trees or other objects in flood water which could cause a 
flood hazard

Moving car parks further away from the river means that cars are less 
likely to be affected by flood water or washed away



Describe and explain the benefits of flood plain zoning [6 marks]

Cost
Property
Damage
Leisure

Habitats

Flood plain zoning Soft engineering

Flood plain zoning is about not building expensive properties on the flood plain near the river where 
it is likely to flood, and instead leaving it for more low value natural uses like farmland or parkland.

An economic benefit is that no expensive properties are flooded and no expensive hard 
engineering is needed for protection saving costs of damage or construction.

An environmental benefit is that river habitats and ecosystems are not damaged by construction, 
protecting bio-diversity

A Social benefit is that areas of parkland by the river offer leisure and recreation opportunities for 
locals, improving their quality of life.



1.  Describe and explain how the feature 
shown in resource A can help reduce 
flooding in a large town five miles 
downstream. [4 marks]

Floodplain
Storing

Flood water
Discharge

Resource AStorage reservoirs

A flood storage reservoir or wetland is an area of land which is allowed to flood during high water levels

This stores large amounts of water on the flood plain and reduces the amount of discharge 
flowing downstream in the river 

This means the river is less likely to overflow its banks downstream, flooding the town



Explain two benefits of issuing flood warnings to people .

Property
Evacuate
Furniture
Sand bags
Temporary Flood walls
Warnings

Flood Warning

Issuing flood warnings to people means they have time to move valuable property like furniture 
upstairs, meaning it will not get destroyed if flood water enters the property  

People also have time to put sandbags around their properties to try to reduce the impact of 
flood water 

If the flooding is expected to be really severe, people also have the time to evacuate the area 
before roads get cut off, potentially saving lives.



Economic effects
Effects of flooding

Social effects

Property damage

Insurance claims / costs

Businesses damaged

Shop stock destroyed

People can’t get to work

Crops damaged

Villages cut off

Possessions destroyed

Temporary homelessness

Elderly vulnerable

Outline the social and economic impacts of flooding in this 
village [4 marks]

Roads appear flooded so a social problem is people may be stranded in their homes and become short on 
supplies like bread and milk. They may also be unable to get to work or school causing major inconvenience
An economic problem is that some properties appear flooded which will cost a lot of money to repair.  
Also peoples insurance costs may increase because of the risk of future floods, causing financial 
hardship for people 



RIVERS - Example: Flooding and its management – River Valency in Boscastle

Causes – Natural:
The village is located on a small flood plain at 
the bottom of very steep sided V shaped
valley.  
The river Jordan joins the River Valency in 
Boscastle increasing the river discharge
through the village.
Causes – Climatic:
Heavy rain the previous week saturated the 
drainage basin so the ground could not soak up 
any more rain.
200mm of rain fell in 4 hours on the day of the 
flood. (a third of Bristol’s annual rainfall)
A flash flood occurred as the rainfall could not 
infiltrate the saturated ground.
Causes – Human:
Boscastle is built on the floodplain of the River 
Valency so when the river floods so does the 
village.
Narrow bridges and culverts became blocked 
and restricted the discharge and flow of the 
flood waters causing the river to overflow.

Primary impacts
150 people were airlifted to safety due to being trapped in their houses.  
Three homes and one business were completely destroyed.
80 buildings were severely damaged by flooding.
100 cars were swept down the river and in to the harbour.
Sewage pipes built over the river burst, spreading sewage all over the 
harbour.
Two road bridges were destroyed.  
Electricity supplies were cut off for several days. 

Secondary impacts
£25 million was lost in business income, mainly from tourism.
20 B+B’s were completely closed for the tourist season.
Seasonal tourist jobs were lost.
The estimated cost of damage £500 million.

Hard engineering
Channelisation of the river (widened and deepened) 
to allow more discharge through.
The banks of river were strengthened with stone to 
stop erosion and allow smoother and faster river flow.
River culverts under the main road were improved to 
allow more water through and prevent blocking by 
debris and trees.
Road bridges widened to allow more water through 
and prevent blockage.
The sewage pipe system was made flood proof.
The main car park was raised above the flood risk 
level.

Sustainability
Economically sustainable as they reduce flooding 
therefore saving homes and possessions of residents 
and the cost of repairs, improving their quality of life.

Environmentally not sustainable as hard engineering
disrupts river and bankside habitats, effecting 
ecosystems and reducing bio-diversity.

Solutions – Improving the flood defences
£4.5 million was spent over the next year improving 
flood defences.  These included;

On Monday 16th August 2004 major flooding occurred in the small 
village of Boscastle when intense rainfall caused a flash flood on the 
River Valency, which  burst its banks and severely flooded the village.  

The River Valency
being 

channelized after 
the floods

The village is situated on a narrow flood plain 
at the bottom of a steep, V shaped valley

Before the floods During the floods


